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were statues of the 8 Bhairavas10 (forms of £iva); if anyone offered
blood from his 8 members n to the 8 Bhairavas, and from his neck
to the goddess,12 lie would obtain whatever desire he might wish.13
The king then proceeded to the place, and was about to sacrifice his
own blood, but the deity checkt him14 and granted him a wish,
which he transferred to the gambler.16
N.B. In this story, especially in the conversation between the king and the gambler,
the versions differ much more widely than usual, and our account is therefore neces-
sarily more eclectic and synthetic than usual.
1. Named Candravati MR, Yoginipura BE. 2. By harlots SR; by two other
men BR; no companions mentioned JR. 3. In JR he thinks ill of him, from his
over-splendid appearance. 4. See prefatory note above. The moralizing on fate
is not found in JR. 5. Not in SR. 6. So SR and (in essence) JR; in BR, MR he
refuses point-blank to give it up, in spite of which Vikrama assists him. 7. So SR, BR,
MR; in JR the gambler himself tells of the opportunity and asks the king to perform
the deed for him. 8. No goddess appears in SR; in BR it is Kalika, in whose temple
the gambler and the king are standing. 9. Only JR (Mt. Ratnasanu) and MR (Mt.
Indrakila); in SR, BR the scene is the temple where the king and the gambler were.
10. Not in JR; only (one) Bhairava (i.e. £iva) m SR. 11. In SR simply " sprinkles
Bh. with his own blood "; in JR it is necessary to bathe with water the statue of the
goddess, which is within a cave whose door opens and shuts again every instant, and
then to offer one's head to the goddess. 12. Not in SR. 13. He would receive three
jars full of dinaras SR. 14. In BR apparently he actually performs the sacrifice; only
then is the goddess propitiated. 15. So, simply, JR; in SR the gift is the dinaras
(see Note 13); in MR it is a marvelous pellet which gives good luck in gambling; in
BR it is simply good luck in gambling.
28. Story of the Twenty-eighth Statuette.   Vikrama Abolishes the
Sacrificing of Men to a Bloody Goddess
As Vikrama traveled about the earth he came once to a certain
city, and entered into a grove outside of it,1 There he met four
strangers,2 who in conversation with him told him of a strange ex-
perience they had had. In a certain city called Vetalapura3 dwelt a
bloody goddess named Qoritapriya,4 fond of human flesh. To obtain
their desires the people of the place were wont to offer a human sacri-
fice, either buying a man for the purpose6 or seizing a stranger by force.
The narrators had arrived there by chance, and had barely escaped
with their lives. Hearing this the king went to the place, entered into
the shrine of the goddess, and offered praise to her. Just then a crowd
of people arrived in a solemn and festive procession with music etc.,
bringing in a miserable, frightened wietch, deckt out with garlands as
, for the sacrifice. And the king, perceiving that thejr meant to sacrifice

